SRVA Request For Proposals

The Southern Region Volleyball Association (SRVA) is requesting proposals to rent a
competition venue for the 2019 SRVA Junior 18s bid tournament. The bid to rent a venue to
SRVA must include the rental costs to provide:
[1] four to six courts on Saturday, and 2 to 4 courts on Sunday, with adequate free space around
the courts, access to restrooms, and participant parking (see 9 below)
[2] complete net systems with safety padding,
[3] Scorer table and at least three chairs for each court,
[4] at least 8 chairs per bench,
[5] a training room, or space and a regular folding table for a training area,
[6] space with electrical outlets, and three or four folding tables and chairs for a championship
desk,
[7] gym/space that is properly air conditioned and/or heated,
[8] an onsite contact person who can resolve all facility issues that might arise., and
[9] any admission fees or other costs to be charged (parking fees, etc.)
Dates: The bid dates are the weekends of March 2-3, 2019 or March 9-10, 2019. Bids
can be for one or two days, but a two-day option is strongly preferred, especially if held in
conjunction with another SRVA-sanctioned tournament.
If the bid site is part of a volleyball event run by the bidder, then that event must be a
SRVA-sanctioned event, The bidder may charge and keep admission fees. Only SRVA may sell
any t-shirts or other items that designate the event (or the SRVA portion of the event) as the
SRVA Regional Championship.
SRVA will provide:
[1] game balls for the event,
[2] scoreboards (if the bidding entity does not)
[3] scoresheets, line-up sheets, libero tracking sheets, and training supplies,
[4] posted play schedules,
[5] A first referee per court
[6] administrative staff and a trainer and will provide and pay for hotel accommodations for
SRVA referees and other staff, and will attempt to provide team accommodations at the team’s
cost, with SRVA retaining any hotel rebate or comped rooms for those accommodations..
BIDS ARE DUE by September 15, 2017. Send bids to Commissioner Steve Kenyon at
srvacommissioner@gmail.com. Questions can be directed to Steve Kenyon at the abovereferenced email. Please include any information regarding the bidders’ experience in holding
tournaments. A SRVA Committee will make the decision awarding the bid.

